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and

a further Personal Submission of Rowland Norman Charles Brownfor oral presentation

before the Consents Hearing Panel appointed by Canterbury Regional Council and Selwyn
District Council on 5 December 2019

Executive Summary
1. This submission discusses my concernsrelated to the likely deleterious effects that dust,
traffic, noise, and loss of amenity valuesare likely to have on the well-being of residents
in the wider area surrounding the proposed quarry site, their enjoymentoftheir
properties, their existinglifestyles, and the impact on their employmentfor those who
work on their properties. | wish to draw the attention of the Hearings Panelto salient
omissions of relevant data and technical information, and to qualify other aspects of
information provided on behalf of the applicant by various subject matter “experts”that|
considerto be misleading, in some instances, and without material substancein others.

2. My submissionincorporates information found in established and recognised technical
publications, many of whichare also referred to by experts submitting on behalf of the

applicant, but not includedin their reports. | also refer to my own professional knowledge
and experiencesandthe insights gained from empirical evidence as well as information

that is available in the wide public arena.

3. The consent requirementsrelating to the generation of dust at a quarry stipulate that the
processes mustnotresult in “offensive or objectionable dust discharges”.

Introduction
4. | lodged an original written submission with Environment Canterbury on 5 June 2019. |
have subsequently read submissions and expert evidence bothin support of the
application and in opposition to the application that has become available since June

2019. This includes Section 42A and Section 92 reports, and rebuttal evidence reports of

various experts. | present this submission as analysis and discussion of the further
information contained in those post - June reports in written form. | have reviewed as
manyof the reference documentsreferredto in these above-mentionedreports as|

could accessin the limited time available to meet. Many| had greatdifficulty in

accessing, and some| wasunable to accessatall. | note that many of the reports

producedfindings that are weightedin favour of the Applicant. | draw attention to

reference information that | believe does not fully canvass the findings of the originator or
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appearsto overlook findings in that reference information source that are less supportive
of the submitters proposition or opinion. | propose to summarise andhighlight key points

of this submissionin my oral presentation. | elected not to hold myself out as an expert

witness, preferring instead to make personal submissions on the application as an
affected Templeton resident. | believe | have a portfolio of qualifications and credentials,
knowledge andprofessional expertise acquired from extensive practical experience to

commentcredibly on the application before the Panel and the submissions of parties
both for and againstit. | outline my credentials below.

My nameis Rowland Norman Charles Brown. | have been a practising health and safety

professionalfor 37 years. | entered this career as a mature adult in 1982 as trainee
Factory Inspectorin the then Department of Labour. 21 monthsof supervisedfieldwork,

completion of technical project work and in-house technical subject matter courses
followed bytertiary level examinations was required to “graduate”asa fully trained
inspectorin 1984. | transferred from the Christchurchoffice to the (smaller) Invercargill
office of the Department in 1985 in anticipation of a more interesting and challenging

workload. | completed a bespoke Certificate Course in Industrial Ventilation tutored by

Professor Peter Roy (University of Wisconsin) at New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Ltd
through the auspices of the Wellington Polytechnic School of Science and Data
Processing (1990). | have a postgraduate level Diploma in Safety Managementfrom
Massey University (1991). | obtained Certificates of Competency in Asbestos Clearance
Monitoring, and Advanced Noise Assessmentwith the Department of Labour (OSH)

1992. | was promoted through Senior Health and Safety Inspector (1992) to a new
position of Advisory Inspector in 1994. The standard inspectors role involved visiting
workplacesto assesslegislative compliance, advising business on best practice
measuresto achieve compliance, investigating instances of non-compliance and serious
harm events, andinitiating a variety of enforcementaction options including prosecution

depending on the nature of the event. The formal qualifications referred to above
equipped meto undertake investigations, use monitoring equipment and analyse the

results to assess the nature of potentially hazardous workplace exposuresto dust, mists,

vapours, hazardous substances and noise acrossa variety of industries, and to a
technical level that would provide evidential support for enforcementaction by the
Department (DoL — OSH)through the courts if required. The role of Advisory Inspector
involved mentoring other membersof the Inspectorate, developing operational standards
and proceduresfor the Inspectorate, and undertaking more complicatedinvestigatory

work where appropriate.

In 1996 | resigned from the Department of Labour to establish my own independent
Health and Safety Consultancy businessin Invercargill. Having developed an evolving
national client base | relocated back to Christchurch in 2005. In 2015 | became a
Exemplar Global Certified lead auditor of OHS Management Systems. | was president of
the NZ Institute of Occupational Safety and Health Professionals Inc (NZIOSHP)until it
wentinto recess in 1997. | am a memberof the New ZealandInstitute of Safety
Management(NZISM) and the New ZealandInstitute of Hazardous Substances
Management (NZIHSM). | have inspected, audited, investigated, and advised

businesses andclients across the whole spectrum of New Zealandindustry in subject

matter areasthat includes occupational hygiene (noise, dust, mists, vapours, and related

health effects and controls) and hazardous substance management.

7. Specifically | have provided advice and guidance on explosion mitigation and protection
measuresin relation to combustible dusts in milk powderplants, stock-feed mills, grain

handling and storage facilities, coal and lignite handling plants, timber processing plants
and sawmills, and food manufacturing plants. | have provided advice and guidance on
the managementof dusts, fumes and mists as a potential health hazard in a wide variety

of environments including food manufacturing, flour milling, stock-feed milling, wood
processing, sawmilling and timber treatment, engineering, automotive refinishing,
construction, waste management, mining and quarrying, agriculture, transport logistics

and warehousing. | visited to conduct hazard assessmentsat every limestone and hard
rock quarry, cementstoragefacility and concrete batching plant (41 in all) operated by

Holcim Cement Industries, including the Westport Cement Works and the loading/
unloading of the cementcarrier ships MV Westport and MV Milburn Carrier operated by
Holcim. | have observed, assessed, and advised on dust mitigation measuresat

sawmills and rural transport operator bases that operate on exposed aggregate sites and

yards. | have conducted hazard assessments on dust producing sites such as Greenhills
Quarries (dunite) Bluff, Goodwin and New Vale Coal opencast mines(lignite) Gore, Solid
Energy, Takitimu Coal Southland, Bathurst Coal Westland (coal), Oceana McRae’s
(gold) Otago, Taylors Lime — Otago, McDonald’s Lime - Otorohanga, RavensdownLime
— Southland, Southtile- Invercargill (clay), Southland Co-OpFertiliser (now Balance-Agri)
Invercargill (sulphur, superphosphate, ammonium nitrate, potassium nitrate).

| have conducted noise surveys and provided noise control managementand advice in
sawmills, wood product manufacturers, engineering workshops, storage warehouses,
food manufacturing plants, transport and logistics warehouses, and in-cab dosimetry on

a long haul truck driver in 2014.

In 2013 | presented a paper to the Australian and New Zealand Society of Occupational

Medicine (ANZSOM)Annual scientific Meeting on the topic “Whereis the Health in
Health and Safety?” which discussed the lack of three-way interface between
occupational health physicians, general practitioners, and "health and safety
professionals’in identifying and addressing workplace health hazards, exposures and
impacts. There was widespread acknowledgementthat there is minimal reporting and

consequentanalysis of exposures hazardousto health and thus there is no coherent

data to target and guide interventions. | have undertaken minimal advertising of my
services in any media as my work engagements haveinvariably been a result of word-ofmouth referrals.
10. While it is outside the scopeof this hearing the question has beenfairly asked of me,
“whatare the health implications for the quarry workers themselves?” That is a matter

that must be addressed by the employers of those workers. Whatis evident however,is

that there is no data available from which to assessorinfer health effects in the general
population sustained from casual but ongoing exposuresto airborne respirable

particulates. For that reasonit is not possible for any commentatorto assuredly state that

repeated frequent exposuresofindividuals at any level overtime will result in effects that
are less than minor.

Commentary
Dust Emission

11. The Reports and Submissionsfurnished by the various experts commenting on dust

issues typically refer to the potential health effects of exposure to dust emissions. There

is little attention paid to and therefore minimal discussion around the matter of

conformance with the requirement comply with Section 17 ofthe RMA and Regulation 17

(1) of the NESAQ with respect to effects considered offensive or objectionable. These
are subjective terms with no clear definition in the legislation. Whatis offensive or
objectionable must therefore be that which is consideredto be so in the majority opinion
of the cohort of affected persons(receptors!). It is reasonable to extrapolate that dust

whichin the opinionof the public submitters to this application is considered potentially
annoying and / or a nuisance would quickly be reconsidered offensive or objectionable
asits intrusioninto their lifestyle persists. Therefore | urge the Panel to consider the
legitimate depth of feelings expressed by the many submitters opposedto the application

that the intrusion of dustinto their properties that will inevitably occur will have on their
well-being and the enjoymentoftheir lifestyle and amenity value of their properties and

the surrounding area. | acknowledge that considerable discourse has occurred between
experts regarding the measures proposedto mitigate dust emissions from the proposed
quarry site. Thesetypically include the establishment of grassed bunds, tree and
vegetation plantings, work processplanning, and a variety of dust suppression and
control measures. Thelimitations of these measures are frequently identified in the
reference texts. It has been my practical observation and experience also that practices
such as water suppression havelimited efficacy because they are typically applied

reactively and inconsistently and for reasons other than to minimise adverse effects on

other persons.

12. The publication “Air Pollution Engineering Manual”[2edition] (APEM) edited by Wayne
T Davis for the Air & Waste ManagementAssociation and published by Wiley
Interscience (New York) is regarded as the authoritative text on Air Pollution Analysis

and Control. On page 120 in the text Davis affirms that high wind speedsprovide the
energy needed to suspendlooseparticles from a surface. Turbulence associated with
these winds elevatesparticles to high altitudes where they can transport overlong
distances. For very small particles (less than 10 ym) turbulent air movements and

windstormscan counterthe gravitational settling velocity and such particles can remain

suspendedfor long periods. Bunds, trees and plantings, buildings and vehicles provide
obstructionsin the directionalairflow creating turbulence as the wind passes over/around

them. Dust ladenair involved can therefore reach high altitudes and carry long
distances. While published researchis referenced to studies in Africa and America wein
NZ have experienced dust deposition in our environments from high altitude dust blown
across the TasmanSeafrom Australia. Air traffic has been affected. [Note annexure from
The Press , Friday, November 29 2019 “Air pollution unexplained “]. Similarly we are aware of
emissions from volcanoestravelling around the globe in supersonic air streams.

13. Christchurch International Airport Ltd (CIAL)in their initial submission (Boswell R)

expressed concern about dust clouds emanating from the proposed quarry site. They
furnished a photographof a substantial dust cloud emanating from an inconclusive
source and exhibiting similar effects of a bank of fog or low cloud. CIAL was concerned

that the proposed quarry could add to the dust emissions from existing quarry operations
to the south side of the airport to create a visibility hazard for pilots. For this to have been
a concern to CIALis because they know that substantial concentrations of dust can be

carried in high levelair streams and such events have groundedaircraft in the past. The
proposed quarry site is directly in line with and 8.5 km from the southern end of the main

Christchurch airport runway. Aircraft approach heights to the runwayatthe point they
pass over the proposed quarry are a permitted minimum of 900 feet (275 m)but are

typically at 1600 feet (500 m). Aircraft departing to the south aretypically at higher
altitudes than when on approach. Mr Cudmore (Golders) on behalf of the applicant has

noted in his S92 Reports of August 2019 that he is not aware of any occasion where dust
has impactedflights arriving or departing the airport. He stated:-

“Any visible dust plumes from the Roydon quarry will be contained within thesite

boundaries through a range of dust mitigation and quarry design features e.g. sealed
hall and accessroads. Any extension ofvisible dust plumes beyond the boundary of

Roydon quarry (in extreme conditions) will be infrequent and are not likely to extend
more than 100 m beyondthe site boundary whenthis does occur. The vertical extent

ofvisible dust plumeswill be far more restricted and contained within 50 m above
groundlevel”.
14. | can find no evidential basis to support such a statement. Thereis in fact sufficient
commentary in the APEM and elsewhere to confoundthis claim. After meetings with

Fulton Hoganrepresentatives CIAL accepted assurancesthat proposed dust
suppression measures would effectively manageanyrisk to airport flight traffic. That may
well be the case but there is tacit acknowledgementin all these reports that dust can
reachsignificantly high altitudes to the point where can affect low-flying aircraft. There is
well-publicised international experience of high flying aircraft being put at risk by dust
levels in the upper atmosphere.

15. The pointis that dust that is of concern to property owners andresidents in the wider
Templeton areais notlimited to large particular dust clouds that present a visually
negative impact or those that present inherent health challenges but include those

smaller particulate fractions that are invisible to the naked eye but nevertheless are

transported in air streams well beyond quarry boundariesto settle out and accumulate
on andin residential properties to a point where it becomesoffensive and objectionable.
| address the issues of newly proposed dust mitigation measureslater in this submission.

16. In the APM publication at p124 Fig 5 shows an example of a measurement modelfor

sampling dust emissions from an unpaved road. The road has four sections monitored,

each 540 m long and 10 m wide. On the upwind side of each section there are

meteorological towers with samplefilter packs on each tower. These sampling towers
were 10 m high. Wind flow measurements and dust samples were gathered at 1.25 m, 2

m, 5 m and 10 m above groundlevel. The data gathered and results adduced focused
on PMio particulate. This study showed a 10 ym particle rising 1 m above ground could

travel approximately 1 km in a 3 m/s wind. This correspondsto a travel distance of 250
m for a 20 um particle and 4 km for a 5 um particle under similar wind conditions. Davis
further states on p125 that plumes can develop downwindof a site. Most dispersion
models are unableto resolveterrain variations of 1 to 2 m and are therefore unable to

accountfor the effects of gently rolling terrain (bunds) and obstructions such astrees,
shrubbery and buildings. Davis notes — “thereis little publicised information on the

quantitative effect of nearby obstructions on low level dust emissions butit is common
practice to place obstructions such as green belts nearvisible dust emitters.”
17. Davis further states that currently used emission factors represent suspendable dust but
do not adequately represent transportable dusts, i.e. the fraction of suspendable dust
that is likely to travel more than a few hundred metres from the emitter. He summarises

sampling at 2 m above ground would not be usedto estimate impacts at distances larger

than 1 to 10 km from the source. All the sampling and consequent estimates provided by
the applicant's experts have been based on low-level horizontal samplers and near field

impacts. These “assessments” lead to opinions “that the effects will be less than minor”:
No sampling carried out for the site that | can find assessesfar field dust deposition and
its likely impacts. Further, the assessments have been focused on PMio particulate and

excluded TPM.This material is actually super fine sand.

18. There is concern among somein the community about the health risks associated with
silica content in the Canterbury gravels. Recent media reports on significant incidences
of acceleratedsilicosis amongst Australian natural stone workers have been

acknowledgedandreiterated by WorkSafe who have produced recent advisory
documents on identifying and managing therisk.It is known thatsilica (quartz) is present
in Canterbury gravels in variable concentrations of up to 15%. River sand was usedin

sandblasting operations until the late 1980s. At that time the permitted silica contentin

blast media permitted by the Abrasive Blasting Regulations 1981 was a maximum 1%.

Most river and beach sandscontained in excess in excess of 1% and sotherestriction

resulted in raw sand use being discontinued in abrasive blasting operations and other
abrasive media replaced it by the early 1990's. Abrasive blasting was used extensivelyin
roadworksin the 1980s, particularly for cleaning bridge structures and removing road
markings. The resulting dust clouds emitted, the environmental contamination from paint
residue andfine dust in waterways and drainage systems, andthedifficulties of

managing the health risk to operators changedthe practice. It is partly becauseofthis
practice that regulation in relation to dust emissionsstill focus primarily on potential
human health risks and ignores the offensive / nuisance aspectof fine dust
accumulation. | do not believe, on balance, that the risk presented by respirable silica
fractions in quarry dustis likely to reach an unacceptable level but there is no NZ data
related to respiratory impairmentin construction workers, road workers, and quarry

workersarising from arising from exposure to dust emissions in those industries but the
risk should not be ignored.

19. This fine dust that emanates from gravel crushing and concrete batching plants is
abrasive byits very nature and eventhe act of cleaningit from both vertical and
horizontal surfaces damagesthe surfaces, particularly glass and other highly polished

substrates such as gloss coated furniture and motorvehicles. It is equally offensive when

contaminating such things as food, freshly washedclothing on lines, outdoor pools,

outdoorfurniture, play equipment, rainwater collection systems, and garden plantings,
andthis is not an extensivelist. These are notinsignificant adverse effects and would

realistically be defined as offensive or a nuisance by affected membersof the public.

20. Kinsey and Cowherd (APEM p121) show how watering reduces dust emissions at a
construction site. Significant dust control can be achieved by doubling the area watered.
However, they found that benefits are reduced as more wateris applied to the site.

Ultimately controlit efficiently is limited because grading operations (maintenance of

tracks/roadways) are continually exposing dry earth and burying the moist topsoil.
Excessive moisture causes dust to adhere to vehicle surfaces sothat it can be carried

out of unpaved roads, staging areas, and parking lots. Carryout occurs whentrucksexit
heavily watered sites. This dust is deposited on paved (or unpaved roadwaysurfaces as

it dries, whereit is available for suspension far from its point of origin. Fugitive dust

emissions from paved roadsareoften higherafter rainstorms in areas where unpaved
accesses are abundant, even though the rain may haveflushed existing dust from the

paved surfaces.

21. | wish to refer to the Fulton Hogan Section 92 Response Report of August 2019 more specifically to Appendix B Revised Draft Conditionsattached to that report.
[Wordsin italics are quoted from the report itself. Standard text reflects my comments].
22. Discharge of Contaminants to Air Paragraph 2) The Report affirms that the discharge of
dust beyond the consent holder's site shall not be offensive or objectionable.

In practical terms this means dust should not cause a nuisance or annoyance. The

wording used (shall) indicates a commitment to achieve that outcome whenin factit
cannot be guaranteed.

23. Monitoring Paragraph 4) A meteorological monitoring station measuring wind directions
and wind speedsat a representative location free from interference from nearby
structures, trees etc. The monitoring station is to be sited at least 4 m abovethe prequarrying groundlevel.

This statement acknowledges the effect that structures, landforms, and vegetation has

on wind direction, speed, turbulence etc. The effect of these structures can result in the
transportation of fine dust to higher elevations.
24. Dust Management Plan Paragraph 10) The proposed condition states that the DMP is
to be certified by a suitably qualified and experienced practitioner on air quality at the
Canterbury Regional Council. If received of the plan is confirmed but no further response
received by the consent holder within one month the DMPis different certified.
The DMP should require positive formal certification and not “certification by default”. No

further activity should proceed until formal certification is in place. In my opinion the
approach suggestedin this proposed revised condition is not the approach of a
concerned and committed applicant seeking to achieve best practice.
25. Rehabilitation Paragraph 16)

Grass Bundsare referred amongst measures to be
taken to prevent a dust nuisance from the rehabilitated area, including but not limited to
watering to prevent dust production.

This is the first instance of use of the term “nuisance”in reference to dust properties, but
is an indication that nuisance values in respect to dust emissions should be consistently

taken into accountin all aspects of the application.

26. Dust Mitigation Paragraph 17 c) The consent holder shall take all reasonably practicable

measures to minimise the discharge of dust from stockpiles. These shall include but not

be limited to:

a) After theinitial site preparation and establishment, locating stockpiles of
processed aggregate below natural groundlevel

b) Duringinitial site preparation, limiting the height of stockpiles to no more than
3 m abovenatural ground level at any onetime;
c) Vegetating any long term over burden orsoil stockpiles, including any

unprocessed aggregate up to a height of 3m above natural ground: and

d) Spraying stockpiles with water as required.

This proposed condition allows considerable discretion under the guise of “whatis
reasonablypracticable” to create stockpiles of overburden andsoil, and unprocessed

aggregate up to 3 m above ground, which is the height of the proposed boundary bund.
Irrespective of the actual location and height of stockpiles strong winds canelevatefines

(PM 1oand muchfiner particulate) from stockpiles into turbulent air streams and well
beyond the site boundaries.

27. Dust Mitigation Paragraphs 18 a) to 18 x) )
The consentholder shall take all
reasonably practicable measures to minimise the discharge of dust from the site. These
measures shall include but not be limited to:

a) Maintaining haulroadsso that they are comprised of an aggregate base, with
surfaces that are generally graded andfree of pot holes;

Davis (APEM p 125) noted that higher dust emissions from unpaved roadswith lowersilt

content and a higher gravel content occurs becausethelargergravelparticles replenish
the smaller suspendable particles through surface abrasion resulting from passage of
vehicle tyres. Dust production is compoundedbythe weightof the vehicle, the
percentage surface moisture content, and the needfor grading, filling and surface
maintenance. The applicant’s contention that covering access and haul roads with waste
rock (pea gravel) as a dust mitigation measurein itself is notlikely to be a single effective

measuregiven the findings of Davis and others.

28. f) Any fixed processing plant and associated stockpiling shall be set back at least 500 m
from the site boundaries;

28 (1) Davis notes (also p125) that dispersion models usually considerfugitive dust

emissions at elevations higher than 2 m above groundlevel. To avoid repeating large

tracts of his text here | offer a broad summary of his key points. These canbeverified
in the actual detail of his text. He notes most dispersion models are unable to resolve

terrain variations of 1 to 2 m and are therefore unable to accountfor the effects of

horizontal impaction on gently rolling terrain and obstructions suchastrees, shrubbery,

and buildings. Davis discusses the merits of monitoring emissions based on
calculations of horizontal flux versus verticalflux.

28 (2) Most monitoring involves sampling based onthe horizontal flux. Davis suggests

vertical flux as an alternative to horizontal flux as a verticalflux is proportional to
particle density, surfacefriction velocity, and the difference between particle
concentrations at different elevations above ground level. He suggests monitoring the

horizontal flux adequately represents suspendable dusti.e. the amount that leaves a
dust generating surface, but does not adequately represent transportable dust, which

is the fraction of suspendable dust thatis likely to travel more than a few hundred
metres from the emitter. He notes for example that fluxes below 2 m would not be

used to estimate impacts at distances larger than 1 to 10 km from the source but

would be available to estimate impacts on nearby receptors, which is the methodology
being relied on by the applicant's experts. Their conclusions therefore promote the
view that dustparticulate only travels short distances under ambient conditions andwill
be intercepted by bunds, vegetation and other proposed containment measures. There

is no regard hadto the fraction of TPM thatwill rise in excess of 2 — 3 m in turbulentair

streams and be carried muchfurtherafield. The applicant’s experts’ evaluations and
assessments are therefore incomplete and somewhat misleading.
28 (3) In simple terms, wind flow varies with temperature and pressure which creates

turbulence. Turbulenceis further exacerbated by passage over undulating terrain and
obstacles. Smaller particulates will rise higherin the air stream underthe influence of

temperature, humidity, pressure, and velocity. Therefore they can rise above
structures and undulations well in excess of 10 m and be transported substantial

differences. It is a fallacy to surmisethat all dust particles will disperse and settle out
within 100 m or so of the source becausevisible dust clouds are not being detected
aroundthosedistances.

28 (4) | refer back to previous statements that all dust emissions must be taken into account

in determining whether mitigation measuresarelikely to be effective, i.e. offensive or a
nuisance, and notjust at levels likely to be harmful to human health. Wherethere is
doubt, and in myview incontrovertibly there is doubt about the effectiveness of dust
mitigation measures, | respectfully submit that the Panel must take the conservative
approachin the interests of the wider affected community, and decline the application.
28 (5) In my view TSPdispersion should be the consideration with respect to dust

managementas this better represents the nuisance value (offensive) adverse effects
of transportable dust and a 1 km isolation distance from sensitive receptors (residential
dwellings) should be the minimum in orderto have a high level of confidence that

adverseeffects will be “less than minor’. | doubt that any party would disagreethat a 1
km isolation distance aroundthis quarry proposalis not achievable,ipso factoit is the
wronglocation for a quarry and the application must be declined.
29. g) Only using mobile processingplant with the use of water dust suppression (either

sprays or high pressure fogging system) fixed to the plant or located beside the plant;
see commentsfor f) above

30. h) All mobile processing plant and associated stockpiled processed aggregateswill be
located within the quarry floor and set back at least 250 m from site boundaries;
see commentsforf) above.

31. All processed aggregate products shall be stockpiled by grade within the quarry floor

area.All stockpile volumes shall have a maximumtotal volume of 200,000 m3 at any one
time andshall be located belowthe heightof the level of the bunds, following the
establishmentof the quarry pit;

see commentsforf) above
32. j) Maintaining, establishing and enhancing shelter belt plants around the site boundaries;

see commentsfor f) above
33. k) Measureswill be taken to ensure trucks leaving the site are appropriately loaded, such
as covering sands andfine material and any suchload content, or spraying loads with

water, to reduce the potential for material to be windblown from vehicles when leaving
the site;
This provision should require all trucks to be covered and then washed before leaving

the site. Washing shouldinclude not only tyres but the cabs, load covers, product bins,
chassis, suspension andtyres. This then raises the question of the capture and

containment of wash water and any chemical agents usedin it, and any methods
proposedto preventthis liquid from getting into the groundwater.

34. |) Regularly applying dust suppression measures such as water to unsealed haul and

access roads during any conditions when dustis likely to be discharged from them (dry

and windy);

34 (1) Davis (APEM) suggestsfugitive dust emissions estimates contain a high amountof

variability owing to the methodological, physical, and chemical factors on which they are
based. The factors can vary widely anderror rates for estimating emission rates based
on small area/short time sampling are thoughtto besignificant. Higher dust emissions

from unpaved roadswith lowersilt content and higher gravel content occurs because
the larger gravel particles replenish the smaller suspendable particles through surface

abrasion resulting from passage of vehicle tyres.

34 (2) Davis also refers to Moosmuller et al who found high-profile vehicles such as semitrailers (truck andtrailer units) produced sufficient turbulence to suspend dust along an
unpaved shoulder next to a paved road while passengervehicles and pickup trucks did
not. Davis notes (p 125) that particles from paved roads, unpaved roads and bare

soil/construction sites can havetravel distancesin a 3 m/s wind up to 1 km for 10 um

particles and 4 km for a 5 um particle.

34 (3) This suggests that while the haul roads may be metalled with coarse aggregate the

passage of heavytrucks will grind down the aggregate to create fines which can then
be uplifted and dispersed from the road surface and from the areasto theside of the

road by prevailing winds and by the draught created by passingtrucks. Given the

mitigation measures both proposedfor road dust suppression water or suppression
chemicals would need to be applied to address the phenomenonidentified by Davis.

This then begs question of the adequacyof available water supplies, and the nature
and impactof any possible chemical suppressants that may be used. The impact on
the environmentincluding groundwaterresulting from the use of chemical
suppressants is not adequately addressedin any of the evidence presentedto date.

34 (4) Mr Cudmore’s Rebuttal Evidencein respect to the evidence provided by Dr Fitch on
30 October 2019 regarding air quality notes at the bottom of paragraph 8 “... quarry
surface moisture levels decreaserapidly with the absenceofrain (typically drying out
within half a day)..”
34 (5) | contendthatit is therefore more likely that almost constant dust suppression
measures would be required on stockpiles, the exposed aggregate bed of the pit, and
unsealed roadwaysunlessit is actually raining. There has been no mention that | can
find in any of the specialists reports that refers to dust suppression measures on the
bed ofthe pit. Referencesare only to stockpiles and roadways. To methis is an
omission, and raises the question of the adequacyof the water supply to wetthe entire
open areaof the pit several times a day, and the ability to actually completethis.

35. m) Undertaking routine site inspections ofvisible dust emissions throughout each day of
10

operation, and logging findings and any mitigation actions electronically;
This provision infers a responsible approachwill be taken to addressingvisible dust
emissions quickly but | suggest, from my experience, that it is most unlikely to be

diligently followed. Dust emissionswill be visible every time a loaderfills its bucket and

dumpsit in a hopper,bin, transporter or on a conveyorbelt. [ See the cover photofor the

Volvo Loader Handbookattached ] Inspecting every visible dust emission that occurs,
instigating suppression measures, and logging the event would becomea full-time
activity. In all probability it would quickly become downgraded to “significant” dust

emissions, whichis unlikely to be supported by a working definition of significant, and
would be dependenton available personnelwilling and able to address the matter.|

anticipate in a very short period of time the response would revert to a default situation

where emissions are only addressed where they arelikely to crossthesite boundary.
36. p) The use of pea gravel and dust suppressants as appropriate on exposed surfaces;
refer to comments under/ above

37. q) Taking wind conditionsinto accountin planning and carrying out work to minimise
dust dispersion;

refer to comments under/) above

38. r) Using water and/or dust suppressants onall disturbed surfaces including extraction
areas, roads and stockpiles when required;

refer to comments under n) above

39. s) Regularly maintaining unsealedinternal roads and yard areas by grading and laying
fresh gravel;

refer to comments under/) above

40. t) Maintaining an adequate supply of water and equipment on the Roydon Quarry site for
the purposesof dust suppression at all times;

| have serious misgivings that the quantity of water and equipmentrequired onsite for

the purposesof dust suppressionatall times has been adequately anticipated given my

comments under/) above

41. u) Using chemicalstabilisers or other equivalent measures on unsealed road surfaces,if
water application is insufficient or unavailable;
What chemical stabilisers? There are no details provided anywhere with respect to the
nature and properties of such products andthelikely effect on groundwater.

42. v) Applying a speedrestriction onall internal roads of 15 kilometres per hourat all times
andclearly signpostthis limit on all internal roads;

43. w) Keeping paved roads and yardareasfree of dust by either washing or use of

sweepers;

Amendeddust mitigation proposals (Cudmore 21 October 2019 — Rebuttal Evidence)
affirms a recommendationto cleanall paved surfaces by vacuuming, and not by
sweeping or washing. | concur with this recommendation.

44. x) Sections ofthe internal site access roadwill be sealed and usedin conjunction with a
rumblestrip to assist in removing muddy material from vehicle wheels before entering
and exiting the site.
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Use of a rumble strip to assist in removing muddy material from vehicle wheels before
entering and exiting the site is a flawed concept in my opinion.

1) It does not distinguish between heavyvehicles andlight vehicles, and presumes
that all vehicles entering the site may be contaminated with material that can
dislodge, dry out, and emit dispersible dust particles.

2) Arumble strip would need to be wide and of considerable length in orderto provide
an efficacious methodof dislodging caked on material.

3) It would increase significant wear onlight vehicles particularly and the discomfort to
drivers would potentially motivate them to avoidthestrip.
4) Inwards heavyvehiclesarelikely to deposit loosened material on both paved and
unpavedroadswithin the site necessitating more regular vacuuming of the paved
road and dust suppression on the unpaved roads.

5) Thereis the potential additional noise immission impact of empty truck andtrailer
units in particular passing over the rumblestrip.

6) There is no clearindication whether this measure is to supplementor be an
alternative to washingtruckspriorto their exiting the site. If it would be possible for
truck drivers to avoid using a truck wash but not avoid a rumblestrip my
assessment of humannaturetells me that truck drivers would see this as an option
in order to save time and inconvenience.

7) A truck wash would need to be an automated processnotdissimilar to a

commercial automated car washin orderforit to be effective. | do not believe that
reliance ontruckdrivers to diligently manually wash their trucksprior to exiting
would be achievable and therefore effective. A “token” wash would be the most
likely scenario, particularly with non-Fulton Hogan drivers.

8) This process would necessitate a wash station and a wash water capture and

containment system. There is no mention of such a system aspart of mitigation
measures

9) Given the anticipated truck movements to and from site there would besignificant

queuing with all the attendant frustrations and nonconforming behavioursthat that
would generate.

Background Dust Monitoring

45. The updated report on air quality by Mr Cudmore (Golders) dated 23 September 2019

referred to particulate (PM 10) and wind monitoring at the proposedsite carried out since

December 2017. Wind and temperature data has also been monitored since May 2018.

The report simply states that monitoring has taken place at the proposalsite and
contains information with respect to the monitoring equipment but there is no detailed

information about the location of the monitoring site. In the absenceof anyinformation

to the contrary | must conclude that there was a particulate monitoring station and a

meteorological station for monitoring wind velocity and direction. The siting of these two

stations and their proximity to each otheris not revealed. Given that the measurement

data from both stations mustbeinterlinked to be meaningful the absenceof the location
information is poor practice and gives causefor questioning thevalidity of the data.

46. Mr Cudmorestates at paragraph 20in the report that additional PM and wind data
monitoring using a different meter capable of providing continuous PMio and PM 25
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monitoring was established at the site during August/September 2019. This revelation

leads meto conclude that PM 25 monitoring was notpart of the particulate monitoring

prior to August 2019. If correct this discloses a gap in the monitoring of potentially TPM

representing fine dust capable offar field deposition. Data from the total monitoring
period i.e. From December 2017 to September 2019 has been merged, averaged andis

shownin Table 1 of the report.

47. | refer back to previous statements that all dust emissions must be taken into accountin
determining whether mitigation measuresarelikely to be effective, i.e. offensive or a
nuisance, and notjust at levels likely to be harmful to human health. Where thereis

doubt, and in my view incontrovertibly there is doubt about the effectiveness of dust

mitigation measures, | respectfully submit that the Panel must take the conservative

approachin the interests of the wider affected community, and decline the application.
48. Mr Cudmorereports in paragraph 22 that the higher 24-hour PM 10 concentrations were
recordedat the site during north-east winds. Maximum and second-highest 24-hour

concentrations were recorded on 16 and 15 January 2018 of 45 ug / cm? and 40 ug/ cm?

respectively.

49. When wind predominantly blew from the north-west (more than 10 hours per day) the
peak 24-hour PM : background concentrations were lower (26 ug/ cm? and 25 ug/ cm?
i.e. almosthalf the concentrations recorded during north-east winds and with an average
of 15 ug/ cm?).
50. Similar results were achieved whenthe predominant wind was south-westto westerly
with peak concentrations of 26 ug/ cm? and 21 ug/ cm?with an average of 13 yg/ cm*:
recorded.

51. | have somedifficulty with reconciling Mr Cudmore’sdirectional recording. Jones Road
is aligned in a NNE / SSW direction according to my compass. Theintersection of
Dawson's Road and Jones Roadis the North North East cornerof the proposed quarry
site. Paragraph 37 of Mr Cudmore’s report refers to the south-west extent of the

gazetted air shed boundary running along the eastern side of Dawson’s Road, asin
figure 1 of the report. This is rather loosely described as the compasspoints actually
rotate clockwise some 25°. This directional information has more significance when
talking about direction of prevailing winds.
52. In paragraph 29 of Mr Cudmore’s report he suggests that the bottom South cornerof the
quarry would be used for a new roundabout connecting Jones and Dawson’s Road. As|
have identified, the Dawson’s Road / Jones Road intersection where a roundaboutis
proposed would be more correctly described as being at the north-east cornerof the
proposed quarry site.

53. Mr Cudmore’s report notes that the highest particulate readings were recorded when the
wind was blowing from the north-east and he suggestedthat the primary source of

airborne tickets was from farmland being worked. When once surveils the area either

from roadways, whenflying overin aircraft, or by viewing aerial maps one canseethat

there is minimal working of farmland occurring in the North — West to North-East vector.

The dominantland useis pastoral and grazing. There is a horticultural venture growing
potatoes adjacent to the Templeton golf Course on Pound Road. This propertyis
surroundedbytall pine trees. Very little tillage other than occasional pasture re-sowing
is evident in the vector between the proposed quarry site and the Waimakariri River.
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The highest concentrations of particulate monitoring referred to in Mr Cudmore’s report

were recorded in January. Typical dust producing farmingactivity at that time of year on
pastoral land is silage and hay making.

54. The single mostlikely source ofsignificant particulate north-east of the proposed quarry
site is Fulton’s Hogans Pound Road quarry.

55. North-east winds are somewhatcooler,of lowervelocity and less turbulent than northwest winds and provide steadierless fluctuating air streams. With those wind patterns
there is less tendency to develop a high air column. North-west winds are stronger,

drier, and hotter, more turbulent and reachinto higher air columns. With Norwest winds

it can sensibly be expected that dust is carried higher, further, and is more dispersed
due to the greatervelocity.

56. Monitoring during the August/September period would experience damper, more humid
weather, with north-east and south south-west winds predominating. Little farming
activity in the form oftillage occurs anywhere before the end of September. Sowing of
spring cropsis the most usual activity for that time of year in the agricultural sector.
Travel over the area by aeroplane shows minimal ground disturbance/dust creating

activity has occurred. Again the primary dust generating activities within 10 km of the
proposed quarry site in any direction are quarrying activities, aside from the construction
of the southern motorway.
57. | therefore have greatdifficulty in reconciling with Mr Cudmore’s commentsin paragraph
25 of his report that the particulate concentrations recordedaretypicalof rural areas of
Canterbury.It is my view that the primary source of dust emissions in the vector North
North-East of the proposed quarry site is in fact the other quarrying activities that are in
that vector.

58. It is my conclusion that dust emissions picked up by strong Norwest winds are highly
likely to disperse dust across the Templeton township and surrounding areas. Norwest
winds have blown wooden trellis work out of the fence at my property gateway. My
property is adjacent to the Globe Bay reserve and approximately 700 m from Dawson’s

Road and the north-east boundary of the proposed quarry site. Our property is regularly

coated with pine pollen in the spring. The nearest pine trees are hundreds of metres
away around the Templeton Reserve to the north hundreds and on Madisons Road to

the north-west.

59. Mr Cudmorecontinues to iterate through his various reports that dust mitigation from

quarrying activity will be exemplary due to the unique design of the quarry layout. There
is no scientific or evidential basis put forward to support this claim, and of course by his

admission, there is no other quarry with similar design factors with which to make

comparisons. Weare obviously expected to accept his word / opinion thatall will be well
and be encouragedby the goodintentions of the applicant to be exemplarsof best
practice quarry management.

60. This concept of “trust and hope” doesnotinspire confidence andis not sufficient
grounds to approve a departure from the District Plan in my view. Compliance with the

proposed consentconditions and any additional ones that might be imposed by the
Panel should the application be approvedareonlylikely to be consistently metif there is

a regular, active, and robust revelatory agency monitoring the applicant’s performance.|
refer to the attached appendix “RMAoversightunit notfit for purpose”, provided in an
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online media release by Newsroom NZ Ltd which contains statements from Environment
Minister David Parker made in May 2018 regardingthe diligence and consistency of
compliance monitoring and enforcement actions of various councils under the Resource

ManagementAct.

61. | am 100% certain that my property, and the rest of the Templeton township will
experience ongoing and constant fine dust deposition that we will find annoying,
damaging, andoffensive if the proposed quarry application is approved.

62. In conclusion, | believe there are more than sufficient shortcomings in the proposals and
supporting evidence offered by the applicant, some of which | have identified and
referred to in this and my earlier submission. | am aware of, and have read manyof the
submissions by others opposedto the application and | support those submissions. |

fully support the submissions made by the Templeton Residents Association.

63. | do not believe the potential for adverse effects to arise from quarrying activities on the
proposedsite in relation to dust management, traffic management, noise management,
and effects on amenity values have been adequately dealt with in the submissions of
the applicant.

| believe the potential for significant adverse effects has been well researched and
documented by submitters opposedto the application being granted and the applicant has
not provided enough hard evidenceto dispel the concerns of those submitters. The
proposedsite is entirely the wrong location for a quarry.
| therefore respectfully request that the Hearings Panel decline the applicationin its entirety.

Ro
Rowly Brown

5 December2019
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